
            

Position Announcement  

_______________________________________ 

 
ECI Site Construction Management, Inc. is currently looking for a qualified, forward thinking Laborer.  To 
inquire about employment opportunities please email resumes to contact@ecisite.net.  
 

Laborer Position Description: 
The ideal candidate will be a self-directed, experienced laborer to provide physical labor required to construct a 

project in a proper, efficient and safe manner to the satisfaction of the designated Superintendent and /or Equipment 

Operator on the job.  Exhibit skills in equipment operation, subgrade preparation, and basic layout of site work.  

Essential Functions: 

✓ Assist Equipment Operator in laying out work as needed.  Layout and pickup materials, tools and equipment. 

✓ Begin to learn the skill of reading and understanding blueprints. 

✓ A driver's license is required to advance beyond the entry-level pay of this position. 

✓ Check fluid levels in trucks 

✓ Check all fluid levels and grease to assure that the equipment is at the required levels prior to operation of any 

piece of equipment. 

✓ Operate each piece of equipment, with the supervision of the Equipment Operator, in the limitations of the 

specific piece of equipment. 

✓ Operate only that equipment which you are capable of running. 

✓ Always locate on site utilities before digging.  Walking through the entire site with the Equipment Operator, 

reviewing crossing areas and marking so that you remember.  Stay alive and do not make costly errors. 

Qualifications: 
1. Knowledge of site construction, compaction techniques, and erosion control. 
2. Valid driver’s license with clean driving record 
3. The ability to learn various physical tasks. 
4. Knowledge of construction safety practices. 
5. Knowledge and the ability to properly operate various types of construction equipment under supervision of 

Equipment Operator. 
6. Knowledge of limitations of the various types of construction equipment. 
7. Can carry out basic labor tasks correctly without direct supervision.  Basic labor tasks may include subgrade 

compaction, installation & maintenance of erosion control devices, installation of drainage, and temporary 
fencing. 

 
Additional education, safety training, and labor construction experience a plus. 
 
Benefits including PTO, health insurance, Life Insurance, and 401k are available for employees after an introductory 
period. 
 
Please reply to this posting with your resume (including prior work experience, relevant training/education, and 
professional/personal references) and we will reply to qualifying candidates. 
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